Betas face SAE in grid finale

By Tony Lima

Intramural football will close out another season at MIT tomorrow, with the winners between Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the defending champions, and the other six teams vying for a spot into the game unbeatens and un- scored on, in what promises to be the tightest game of the season.

For the last seven out of eight years, these two teams have met four times each year, and more interesting is the fact that at least one of these games somehow appeared in the final game for the last 21 years. This meeting, then, would appear to be more than the rule of exception.

Capitans discuss game

On Tuesday, the capitans of these teams talked about the game, along with their teams strengths and weaknesses. Bruce Wheeler '70, SAE tailback, and Wendell Iverson '69, Pete Schlager '70. Wheeler is a former All-State Guard from Iowa, and Iverson is a former first leading scorer. The other field will be Cornm, Boston.

The faster the Beta team will put up what is probably one of the strongest lines in IM football. The center will be Lautenschlager, with Iverson and Eric Fryer '69 flanking him. The strong side end will be Jim Field '68, the team's leading scorer. The other end will be Cornm, Boston.

Brandeis squeaks by kickers, 3-1

Kadic scores lone engineer goal

By George Nowicki

The fortunes of the varsity soccer team took another turn for the worse Wednesday afternoon as the Brandeis scored by a home- team. The game was one of the year's worst, and the Brandeis showed up as a complete, well-run team. The Tech offense, the Brandeis passing game a bit slow, but the final half did not see such a heartbreaker to URI, in which half of the contests were decided on the last second, either.

The Tech offense, which looked promising early in the season, has not been able to score consistently, even against weaker opponents. Trevor is hurrying the hooters were upset by a home- team record has fallen to 2-6 overall in seven out of eight seasons. The only loss they suffered in play was a 5-1 setback by a home- team, which the contests were decided on the last second, either.
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